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KIIT Deemed to be University, seeks for all round development of its 
students. KIIT Student Activity Centre is set primarily to achieve this very 

goal. Along with its 28 functioning societies, on various activities, to 
cater to varied taste of the students, such that being a part of them could 

bring their innate talents afresh, apart from being just confined to 
textbook, classes and hostel. 

introduction





A cultural event, honouring and remembering two of the greatest 
playback singers from the Indian Film Industry, Mohammad Rafi and 

Kishore Kumar, is organised by KSAC, annually. The evening is graced 
by some of the finest budding talents from the University in the field of 
music (both vocal and non vocal), and dance forms. Art lives a whole 

new dimension, coming alive with glittering lights, amazing talents, and 
nostalgic audience feeling the vibrant presence of the maestros even 

long after their farewell from the world.
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Qutopia, The quizzing society of KIIT, under KSAC, organizes the event 
annually, to let the grey cells of young minds be put in to charge. With a 

varied set of topics, Launchpad aims to make knowledge flourish 
amongst competition, letting forth the blossom of team spirit in the 

students. 
The edition of 2018, saw 400 students participating out of which 8 

teams qualified for the finals. Distribution of prizes worth Rs. 13k across 
various categories of winner, over tough competition was a moment to 

behold. Apart from cash prizes, certificates, audience prizes and 
attractive vouchers were too a source of attraction for the cheering 

crowd.

LAUNCHPAD





An annual event, organised by the KIIT MUN society, KSAC. This 
International Model United Nations is credited of hosting multiple 

committees as par the original UN, in quality and functionability. Here, 
the students debate and discuss upon prevalant pre-decided issues, 

undertaking the responsibility of being delegates of different countries. 
Furthermore, the sessions are especially designed to groom the students 
of today to become the leaders of tomorrow. Several students, varied in 
age, from across the length and breadth of the country, participate in the 
event, to come together, framing and setting the goals right for the future 
world. KIIT MUN concludes with its iconic and most anticipated star night 

events, where invited celebrities from myriad fields of expertise and 
talents, entertain an enthralled audience. In the latest edition(6th), held 

in September 2018, it was famous stand up comedian Rahul 
Subramanian who graced the event, in the star night, keeping the 

audience rolling with laughter throughout the evening.  

KIITMUN





The Annual starry fest of KIIT, is one of the most glamorous events to be 
organised in the East Zone of the country. With the motto to encourage 

students of various calibre and interests to jump into participation, more 
than a hundred of them, both technical(hosted individually by

individual departments), and non technical (socio-cultural),in both online 
and offline platforms is a whole of a pandora box unfolding live. Music 
Concerts, Celebrity Nights give it a separate fan base in itself. The prizes, 

too, are huge, for the competitions, those judged by distinguished 
personalities from across the country. On a whole, KIIT Fest is a journey 

of three days to behold, every single day, worth an experience and 
memories, rich in itself. 

The mega event of the fifth edition of KIITFest, held in February 2019 
was graced by Armaan Malik and Lost Stories and saw a footfall of 

15000.
 

kiitfest





Say No To Plastics, is a campaign started on 11th November 2018, 
organised to create and heighten awareness among the local residents 
on the harmful aspects of using plastics and also to appreciate those 
vendors who have already started using the alternatives of Plastic.

MAITRI is an Art of Giving project, the initiative which started in 2016, 
is taken up by Team KHWAAB where students of KIIT teach vocabulary, 

spoken English and soft skills to KISS students. This project seeks to build 
a platform of Interaction between KISS and KIIT Students, benefiting the 

KISS students by inculcating soft skills in them through word game, 
grammar quiz and host of indoor and outdoor games.

KISS Cottofresh is a project where KIIT students prepare Sanitary 
Napkins in the KISS Sanitary Unit for girls studying in KISS. This ''KISS 
COTTOFRESH" initiative is a small effort in promoting a Safe-Secure & 

Hygienic life. This Sanitary Unit is supported by UNFPA.
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Chimera, primarily organised by the medical society of KIIT, aims to 
provide a platform for the both medical and non-medical fraternity of the 

country. Chimera consists of multiple socio- cultural and 
technical(related to the medical field) events, in which a lot of students 

participate from across the country, to contest as well as learn. Held 
annually, it also provides significant insights into the world of medicine 
and progress of the world in this particular sphere, including focus on 

health and quality lifestyle.
The recent edition of Chimera(Chimera 3.0), held in November 2018, 
was graced by the popular stand up comedian, Abhishek Upamanyu. 

Chimera





Khwaab, the society under KSAC organizes two days theme based social 
awareness Event- Kritarth, annually. In the year 2019, the theme of ‘Say 

No To Millennial Addiction”, took flight. 
The inaugural ceremony was graced by Acid Attack Survivor, Mrs. 

Pramodini Roul and her husband Mr. Saroj Sahoo as guests of honour. 
With several events steering up, the celebrity event, saw Kunal Kamra, 

the famous stand up comedian, taking on to humour over a serious 
atmosphere.

kritarth





Independently organised TED Event organised by TedX Society of KIIT, 
under KSAC, witnessed some of the most prolific personalities from 
around the globe, giving insightful talks on the chosen Theme of the 

Year, ‘Right Angle of the Clock’. Held on 31st March, 2019, artist Amit 
Verma, educationalist Bijal Damani, Commodore Pradeep Singh, a Nao 

Sena Medal Awardee and the likes graced the event to hold the audience 
in rapt attention throughout. The annual event is one of the finest TedX 
Platforms in the country, was a very much successful edition amongst 

the lot of those organised across the country. 

tedx kiituniversity





Annual event celebration of International Students from over 25+ 
countries, Khetshen, is known for its unique glamour, aiming to 

acknowledge the diversity of culture and tradition of various countries. 
Khetshen came with exotic music, cultural Bangladeshi, Syria, Nepali & 
African dance events and fashion shows exhibiting the beautiful culture 

from across traditions and people with whom we share the world.

khetshen





Art of Giving, brainchild of Dr. Achyuta Samanta, founder KIIT & KISS, 
was founded on 17 May, 2013, aiming to spread happiness ‘and 

sustainable abundance of love, peace and happiness and contentment 
for others through gestures of kindness and generosity’. The theme of 
previous year’s celebration was ‘Pyaar Bhara Pack’ - standing on the 
premises of ‘People’s Contribution, People’s Participation’. This year it 
was based on the theme ‘Bag of Happiness’ which was celebrated all 
over India and 120 countries across the globe spreading over 20000 

centres reaching out to 20 millions people to achieve the motto of 
“Education for All”. Through its action packed noble philosophy, through 
the multiple branches of itself  headed for the upliftment of the society, 

like Khwaab, Kompassions, Laughter Yoga etc., love spreads 
indiscriminate.   

art of giving





‘Kanya Kiran’, the massive awareness programme to stop violence 
against women and girl child, the 3rd edition of which, was carried out 
by KIIT from 10th to 12th June, 2019, under the flagship of Dr. Achyuta 

Samanta, Founder, KIIT & KISS.
Kanya Kiran’ was launched by Kalinga Institute of Social Sciences (KISS) 

in association with UN Women and Kalinga Fellowship in all the 30 
districts of Odisha on June 3 last year, covering all the Panchayats of the 
State. It’s successful venture in touching the public conscience making a 
positive impact on curbing the problem of violence against women and 

girl child, led to its quick launch for a 2nd and 3rd edition, ahead.. 

kanya kiran
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